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WHAT IS PROFLOOR?
PROFLOOR is engineered timber flooring that sets standards, in terms of stability, around the world with its multi-layer
construction patented over fifty years ago. Engineered to withstand contraction and expansion, PROFLOOR is designed
to protect against warping and de-lamination - a major problem that can occur with some types of timber flooring.

DARK FOREST

BENEFITS OF TROJAN
PROFLOOR
Ready-lacquered with a UV-cured, acrylic-based
lacquer or an oil finish to preserve the wood’s natural
appearance.
The strength of multiple layers of
engineered timber.
30-year structural guarantee. The multi-layer
system will not de-laminate for a guaranteed
period of thirty years.

Conforms to the Building Code of Australia’s Fire
Safety Standards for flooring materials.

VALENCE

TASMANIAN OAK

TIMBER FLOORING WILL
ENHANCE AND SHOWCASE
YOUR DESIGN CONCEPT

LONG-LASTING
STABILITY
THROUGH
MULTI-LAYER
CONSTRUCTION

OUR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
YOU CAN ENJOY YOUR BEAUTIFUL TROJAN TIMBER FLOOR KNOWING
IT’S SAFE FOR THE HEALTH OF YOUR FAMILY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
If sourced responsibly, timber is one of the most renewable resources in the world. By sourcing only through legal
logging Trojan dutifully acknowledges our role in the chain of custody as an importer and supplier of timber flooring.
Trojan Timbers supports the protection and maintenance of high conservation value forests.

ACCREDITATIONS:

AWTA
PRODUCT
TESTING
PROFLOOR meets the European requirement for formaldehyde emissions in accordance
with the E1 emission standards.
Member of the Programme for Endorsement of Forest Certification Schemes (PEFC).
PROFLOOR is sourced from suppliers that are certified members of the Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC).
Certified by AWTA - Trojan PROFLOOR conforms with the Building Code of Australia’s
requirements for flooring materials: spec c1.10 clause 3, floor lining, critical radiant flux 1.2.

CASTRO

European Oak

COLLECTION

1820mm x 190mm x 14.2mm - Matte Laquer Finish

BELLEFOREST

NAPLES

ARCTIC OAK

NORWICH
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LIMED ALPINE

CASTRO

Trojan’s

European Oak collection brings timeless European style into your design concept. Crafted by hand, each plank

has an aged look with natural shade variations and knots to enhance character. Sourced from certified forests in France and
Germany, Trojan’s oak timber is renowned for not only its beauty, but strength, density and hardness as a wood. With a
colour palette that embodies prestige, elegance and style, the

LIMED ALPINE

European Oak collection is sure to impress.

COLORADO

AUSTRALIAN COLLECTION

The surface of PROFLOOR, when laquered, is sealed and impervious to
dust. Simply vacuum and mop for a cleaner, healthier living environment.

1820mm x 135mm x 14.2mm - Lacquer

SPOTTED GUM

TASMANIAN OAK

BLACKBUTT

Trojan’s range of Australian Species offer a selection of colour tones and grains.
Regardless of the design, if you are looking to create a modern or rustic feel, there is sure to be
something to suit your style or decor.

PRESTIGIOUS. ELEGANT. HAND-CRAFTED
GENUINE EUROPEAN OAK

VALENCE

WHY IS QUALITY UNDERLAY
IMPORTANT?

TROJAN ACOUSTIC UNDERLAY
Trojan’s range of wood floor acoustic underlayment includes Trojan IQ and Silent Walk

Fills small undulations in the floor to help provide
a smoother surface.

TROJAN IQ - Premium acoustic underlay

Provides underfoot cushioning to hard concrete or
timber subfloors.

Trojan IQ is Trojan’s premium acoustic underlay, which offers
excellent noise reduction properties and is a moisture inhibitor.

Improves acoustics - reduces rebound sound and
noise transmission to lower levels in multi-story

It can be used in both residential and commercial applications.
This underlay significantly reduces foot traffic noise and sound

commercial and residential buildings.

transmission. Trojan IQ underlay is recommended for use under

Trojan IQ and Silent Walk have a built-in
moisture-resistant barrier to help protect the
timber floor.

any PROFLOOR installation where superior acoustic performance
is required.

Noise Reduction Layer
PROFLOOR Engineered
Timber Plank

Moisture Barrier

SILENT WALK

!

Silent Walk is Trojan’s industry standard acoustic
loose-laid underlay that does not require expensive
gluing or preparation. Silent Walk acoustic underlay
is designed with a PVC moisture barrier to help
Underlay Makeup

protect the timber floor.

Please note: Silent walk and Trojan IQ are not designed to completely seal the subfloor or as a solution to rising damp. In such circumstances, the
subfloor should be sealed prior to the installation of underlay and timber floor.

COLORADO

Please check body corporate requirements before installation, as
not all sites are the same. Where acoustic requirements are critical
to your design objectives, we would always recommend an
affordable acoustic test be conducted on site.

30-YEAR STRUCTURAL
WARRANTY
Your new Trojan PROFLOOR timber flooring
comes with a 30-Year Structural Warranty.

TROJAN PROFLOOR ROOM PLANNER
Can’t imagine how your flooring choice will look? Can’t decide between Trojan’s PROFLOOR
Available on our website, Trojan’s Room Planner is an
easy-to-use feature that allows users to view Trojan’s
PROFLOOR range in various room layouts.

Create a favourites list of Trojan
PROFLOOR options.
Swap, change and compare your top
choices of flooring styles.

TASMANIAN OAK

The structural warranty guarantees that the multi-layer
system of your PROFLOOR timber floor will not delaminate for a guaranteed period of thirty years.

This is conditional on the floor being subject to normal

Bring your flooring design ideas to life! Visit:
www.trojantimbers.com.au/trojan-room-planner

use. The warranty is not applicable where the floor has
been subject to flood or misuse.
Conditions apply. For a complete copy of the warranty, visit www.
trojantimbers.com.au

Choosing your timber flooring can be a big decision! Trojan’s Room Planner
makes it easy to decide which PROFLOOR specie is best for you.

BLACKBUTT

To ensure the optimum performance of your floor and full coverage of the product warranty, please adhere to all instructions relating to the subfloor, installation environment,
installation method and care and maintenance guide. For more information including warranty conditions, care instructions, installation advice and technical data sheets, please
visit our website or contact us directly.
Any samples viewed or provided are a guide to colour only and not a guarantee that all planks are the same.
Please note: pictures contained in this brochure are for illustration purposes only. Print and electronic depictions of the timber may differ to the actual product colour.
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www.trojantimbers.com.au
sales@trojantimbers.com.au
(07) 3861 4422

Trojan Timbers PTY LTD
4/67 Araluen Street,
Kedron, 4031
Queensland, Australia

(07) 3861 44

